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Abstract— The diversity of cultures in the world is an absolute thing to exist with the various phenomena that exist that must be ready to be properly implemented and indispensable for understanding the culture of others properly. Culture is owned by almost every nation in the world, with diverse ethnic groups and needs to bring to the understanding of the meaning of culture and diversity that exist well. Cultural diversity that must be understood correctly, with the existing rules that is the rule of the meaning that exists. The diversity that exists within the cultural context brings about a great change in the treasures of nation and state, the change here means to properly understand the meaning of culture. Communication plays a role to understand the barriers that exist in the communication that makes people in communicating bring a condition to make communication a major obstacle in the community when communication has brought the community into a great power in changing life and communication such as occurs people in other parts of the world. The question in this article is the extent to which the obstacles that occur in communication that lead to obstacles in existing communication in the context of diverse life in the world. The methods used in this study are qualitative methods with various qualified answer and the ability to be revealed well in accordance with the rules given in the context of communication. The method used qualitative, because the qualitative method is concerning to understand that the essence will be revealed well in accordance with the rules given in qualitative methods with various qualified answer and the challenges exists in the research field.

I. INTRODUCTION

Communication in the environment’s context gives a sense for the community to understand the importance of the process to bring the communication context into a practical way to perform and continue in the communication’s long journey. Communication gives meaning to bring people into a smarter and a great guide in the context of existing communication. Communication plays a very important role in people’s lives, especially in achieving good results in the existing context and gives meaning in understanding the existing culture. Communication makes the community an important force in understanding the various cultures that exist and bring good things in the existing community. Communication provides important meaning in the journey and to understand the meaning of the existing culture which of course makes the community into a strength and diversity that exist within the existing culture.

Cultures that have an important part of the art development in the existing communication in the communities exist. Certainly, it will make a tremendous influence in understanding the conditions and context of existing communication. Culture in the perspective’s communication provides many things that make a society a culture in the context of existing society. What must be done is to bring the diversity, that must be done right and bring to the culture’s understanding into a force that exists in the existing society.

II. METHOD

The method used qualitative, because the qualitative method is concerning to understand that the essence will be able to be revealed well in accordance with the rules given in qualitative methods with various qualified answer and the challenges exists in the research field.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The culture plays a role’s strong in the context nationalities and cultural diversity brings about a strong aspect. On a well-executed journey as a well-executed diversity and accordance with well-done desires in accordance with existing strengths. To be an important part that is done well and in accordance aspects undertaken by understanding to exist diversity and accordance to the diversity that exist in the community. To learn the diversity, in accordance needs and in accordance it for that is in accordance with the existing rules. The cultural diversity in accordance the wishes that exist. To diversify the culture’s, exist in a society that has the ability to share existing communities. The easy way to do with the various strengths that bring to the community for something existing life.

In the view of Felson (1980: 230), the barriers in communication provide a culture of consensus in culture that brings about the barriers and obstacles in communication that can be avoided and become a force in understanding the
existing culture. Kenney (1955: 549), communication is a part of moving in both directions. So it takes a wide recognition of the importance and comprehensive knowledge of the importance of communication so that the meaning and also the target of communication can be achieved in accordance with the expected desires. Blume & Board (2013: 801), information uncertainty occurs when the message conveyed does not match the information that occurs, this uncertainty must be addressed to avoid uncertain message occurrence. Randall & Graffagnino (2012: 735) need to be careful in communication to avoid unbalanced communications and not in accordance with the existing cases within the culture of the existing community.

The diversity exists the culture in the world is an important part to do by understanding the culture that exists. To be an existing part of the existing society in accordance with existing desires in accordance with existing rules. The way in the cultural diversity that exists in the existing society in accordance with the existence something in accordance with the existence something that exists at the time that exists in accordance with existing rules. When viewed from the global level, it happens to bring the great changes that occur in society. It means that people have understood correctly what things are in the context of the existing culture, so that the various issues concerning the variety of existing in the community can answered well in accordance with the rules of the community.

IV. CONCLUSION

Culture is something that exists and in accordance with the existing rules in society that exist in accordance with the existence of something that exists and bring to the existing community. For the existing diversity in accordance with the existing rules of society that exist in accordance with the existing rules in accordance with the existing rules of society in accordance with existing communities. How to make existing society in existing society. t rules according to cultural diversity that exist in society and in accordance with existing rule according to existing part. The diversity that exists brings to the society the existing part carries a large part and brings the existing human being to bring to the inside of the existing society life in accordance with the existence’s something in accordance with the part in accordance with the rules of the part that is done in the presence of the existing part.
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